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Abstract. Every year many people die in road accidents. One of the reasons on
the deaths caused by road accidents is the victims do not receive treatments within
the golden hour. Hence, the detection of road accidents can help in reducing the
number of deaths caused by road accidents. There are solutions to detect road
accidents, such as implementation traffic management system, using sensors in
smart phones and analyzing data from vehicle’s sensors. In this project, Smart
Vehicle Surveillance System (SVSS) is proposed to detect road accidents. Piezo-
electric sensors play the role as vehicle’s sensors in SVSS. Arduino Mega 2560
microcontroller serves as the control unit to receive and analyze signal. GPS mod-
ule tracks the car’s location, while GSM/GPRS module connects SVSS to mobile
data network. Furthermore, Blynk IoT mobile application notifies the subscribers
of SVSS if the occurrence of road accidents is identified and the driver needs
help. This prototype is our initial idea in detection of road accidents. Industrial
involvement can improve the practicality and implantable of SVSS in a car.
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1 Introduction

In the world, an average of 3,700 people die daily or 1.35 million people die yearly in
car crashes [1]. On 13 January 2022, Dr. Bakri Zainal Abidin, the Assistant Director
of Enforcement of the Bukit Aman Traffic Investigation and Enforcement Department,
reported that 17 deaths occurred everyday due to road accidents in year 2019 inMalaysia
[2]. A statistic shows that transport accidents is the forth principal cause of death in
Malaysia for 2020.Besides, it is the principal cause of death for theMalaysia’s population
aged 0–40 years old [3].

From the medical point of view, the injured victims must receive treatments within
an hour from the time of accident happens (the golden hour) to lower the risk of death
[4]. However, some road accidents may not be known due to the road accidents occur at
the rural areas or at night. In India, more deaths caused by road accident in rural areas
is because ambulance cannot reach on time. Approximately 150,000 people die due to
road accidents yearly in India and around 80% of them do not receive treatments within
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the golden hour [5]. Apart from that, Albert and Baskara reported that the number of
road accidents leading to death was more than minor and major injuries at 12 AM to 6
AM in Johor from the year 2011 to 2016 [6]. Hence, more valuable lives can be rescued
if vehicles are equipped with a system that can detect the occurrence of road accidents
and send an immediate rescue message to emergency response services when the road
accidents happen.

In this project, the Smart Vehicle Surveillance System (SVSS) is proposed to detect
the occurrence of a road accident and send the location of the accident through mobile
data networks.

2 Literature Review

One of the solutions to assure the victims of the road accidents receive treatments within
golden hours is monitor the road condition using traffic management system. Europe
countries, United States, Japan and some developing countries in Eastern Asia used
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) to monitor the traffic in real-time. ITS provides the
services in responding to road accidents and other emergencies by dispatching ambu-
lances, fire trucks, etc. [7]. However, implementation of ITS has deficiencies. Large
number of traffic sensors has to be installed in every road. The cost of installation and
maintenance of these sensors are high. Furthermore, the performance of traffic sensors
is weather dependent [8]. The implementation of ITS also requires qualified personnel
and technology [9].

In recent, smartphone is proposed to be used in detecting car crashes. Many mobile
applications available in Apple’s store claim they can detect car crash. For example,
SOSmart, OpenRoad, CrashScan, etc. Meantime, Google’s Pixel phones use motion
sensors of the phone and capture sounds around the phone to speculate a road accident
[10]. However, this technology has two major challenges: detect road accident using
vehicle control unit; and prevent false detection [11].

Themost common solution to detect road accidents is analyze data from the vehicle’s
sensors. For example, automatic crash notification (ACN) system, introduced by OnStar,
detects the deployment of airbags, the changes in velocity and the vehicle’s rollover
using different sensors. The data from these sensors is analyzed to speculate a road
accident [12]. Besides, some systems analyze video data and audio data from dashboard
camera. Crash Catcher is the algorithm to train the system in identifying road accident
through video clips that are captured using dashboard camera. To detect road accidents by
analyzing audio data fromdashboard camera, either audio features or audio spectrograms
are extracted for analysis [13].

In this project, the proposed SVSS is a system that detects road accidents using
vehicle’s sensors. Signal from piezoelectric sensors is analyzed to speculate a possible
road accident. If a road accident is detected, a notification message is sent to a predefined
recipient through mobile data network.

3 Research Methodology

The electronic components that used to build SVSS include Arduino Mega 2560 micro-
controller, SIM800L GSM/GPRS Module, GY-NEO6MV2 GPS Module, 16× 2 liquid
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crystal display (LCD), buzzer and piezoelectric sensors. Figure 1 shows the system
architecture of SVSS.

As shown in Fig. 1, SVSS system is divided into two parts: system and mobile appli-
cation. In the system part, Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller receives and analyzes
input signal from piezoelectric sensors. It also receives the car’s location continuously
from GPS module. Furthermore, it will send out notification message to the subscribers
of the system through GSM/GPRS module if a hit on the car is identified. At the same

Fig. 1. The system architecture of SVSS.

Fig. 2. Mobile user interface of Blynk IoT mobile application for SVSS.
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time, the buzzer and LCD are triggered to notify the car’s driver that the SVSS system
has identified a hit. The subscribers of SVSS can track the car’s location through Blynk
Internet of Things (IoT) mobile application. Furthermore, they can check the status of
the car through themobile application. Figure 2 shows themobile user interface of Blynk
IoT mobile application for SVSS.

As shown in Fig. 3, the SVSS continuously update the car’s location to Blynk IoT
mobile application if no hit on the car is detected. When a hit on the car is detected,
isCollision is set to TRUE if the signal from piezoelectric sensors is higher than a pre-
defined threshold value. At this moment, the buzzer is turned on; “Collision Detected”
is shown on LCD; and the status is updated to Blynk IoT mobile application. The car’s
driver has 10 s to press a button to notify the system that the hit is a false alarm. If there
is no response from car’s driver within 10 s, a notification message is shown in Blynk
IoT mobile application that the car’s driver needs help in this road accident. The car’s

Fig. 3. The coding flowchart of SVSS in Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller.
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driver can turn off the buzzer and change the status to “Normal” when the driver presses
the button.

4 Results and Discussions

In this project, the signals of a piezoelectric sensor are measured when a 0.1 kg object
is dropped freely on it. Table 1 shows that a higher value of signal is generated when
the object is dropped freely at a higher height. At higher height, an object has higher
gravitational potential energy. According to the law of energy conversion, the gravita-
tional potential energy is converted into kinetic energy when the object is dropped freely.
Hence, higher gravitational potential energy means higher kinetic energy is generated.
As a result, higher signal is generated by the piezoelectric sensor when the object is
dropped at higher height due to higher kinetic energy. Piezoelectric sensor is also sensi-
tive to vibrational kinetic energy from its surrounding environment. In this project, the
mean value of signal for the vibrational kinetic energy from the surrounding environment
is 32.6. Based on the observation, the pre-defined threshold value of SVSS is set to 150
to identify a hit on the car.

When SVSS is turned on, the GSM modem is initiated. The server of Blynk IoT
mobile application is connected after the initiation of GSM modem succeed. The con-
nection can be viewed from the serial monitor in Arduino integrated development
environment (IDE) as shown in Fig. 4.

The signal frompiezoelectric sensors is updated continuously in SVSS. Furthermore,
the car’s location is updated continuously through GPS module. The data can be viewed
from the serial monitor in Arduino IDE as shown in Fig. 5.

In this project, a prototype of SVSS is built. The installation of prototype on the
dashboard in a car is demonstrated in Fig. 6.

When the signal from piezoelectric sensors is higher than a pre-defined threshold,
SVSS identifies the signal as a hit on the car.As shown inFig. 7, themessage of “Collision
Detect” is displayed on LCD to notify the car’s driver. Besides, “Collison, Waiting
Response” is updated on the Blynk IoT mobile application to notify the subscribers of
SVSS.

If the car’s driver does not press the button to confirm the hit is a false alarm, “Alert
Sent” is displayed on LCD. At the same time, a notification message of “Collision
Detected, Need Help” is updated on the Blynk IoT mobile application. The response of
SVSS and Blynk IoT mobile application are shown in Fig. 8.

Table 1. Mean value of signal of a piezoelectric sensor when a 0.1 kg object is dropped freely at
different heights

Height Gravitational Potential Energy Mean Value of Signal of Piezoelectric Sensor

0.1 m 0.098 J 72.4

0.2 m 0.196 J 155.0

0.3 m 0.294 J 258.0
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Fig. 4. Output from the serial monitor in Arduino IDE when SVSS is connected to Blynk IoT
mobile application.

Fig. 5. Output from the serial monitor in Arduino IDE shows the signal from piezoelectric sensors
and the car’s location from GPS module (highlighted in yellow) are updated continuously.

Fig. 6. Installation of SVSS in a car.
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Fig. 7. Response of SVSS and Blynk IoT mobile application once a hit on car is detected.

Fig. 8. Response of SVSS and Blynk IoT mobile application if no response from the car’s driver
for 10 s after the hit on car is detected.

Fig. 9. Response of SVSS and Blynk IoT mobile application after the car’s driver presses the
button.

Lastly, the status on SVSS and and Blynk IoT mobile application are retuned to
“Normal” if the car’s driver presses the button. The responses are shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10. Mobile user interface of Blynk IoT mobile application when car is moving.

If SVSS does not detect a hit on the car, SVSS can work as a location tracker.
Figure 10 show the mobile user interface of Blynk IoT mobile application for a driving
car moves in a parking area.

5 Conclusion

As a conclusion, a prototype of SVSS is built in this project to detect a road accident. In
this system, piezoelectric sensors play the role as vehicle’s sensors. Arduino Mega 2560
microcontroller serves as the control unit to receive and analyze signal. GPS module
tracks the car’s location, while GSM/GPRS module connects SVSS to mobile data
network. Blynk IoT mobile application is the IoT platform for SVSS. This prototype
is our initial idea on the detection of road accidents. We believe the concept can be
improved by involving other vehicle’s sensors. Furthermore, industrial involvement is
important to make the project more practical and implementable.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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